
Pair Journey

60min (90min) ¥39,600■ Pair Body
Balancing Relaxing Body x 2 persons. (Men can change body to Men's Deep Pressure Body)

90min (120min) ¥59,400■ Pair Body or Facial
Balancing Relax Body (Full Body) or Age Support Facial for 2 persons.
(Men can change body to Men's Deep Pressure Body)

With your friend, or with your partner. Enjoy a moment of bliss together in the pair 
room.Please make your reservation as early as possible to reserve a pair room.
Prices shown are for two persons.

※All prices are inclusive of consumption tax.
※（ ）Total time required from entry to exit out or our spa.

Signature Package

“Live Well-We wish you a happy and better everyday life.” Spending time in nature, where you can release 
your true self, is a very special and luxurious experience.
Please feel more alive and balanced body, mind, and spirit by warming up your body, relaxing your mind, 
and realizing the connection between yourself and nature.

150min (180min) ¥55,550■ Live Well
Balancing Relaxed Body (Entire Back Shoulders) + Back Hot Stone Therapy + 
Head Lifting Facial + Warm Balm Care (Select 2 body parts)

"Sleep Well- We wish you a relaxing and deep sleep” . We deliver this wish with all our heart. Do you tend 
to sleep poorly and wake up easily? We recommend this signature package for those who wish to improve 
their mental and physical fatigue by improving the quality of their sleep. Connecting with nature will calm 
your busy body and mind to lead to days of good sleep.

120min (150min) ¥45,650■ Sleep Well
Balancing Relaxed Body (Entire Body) + Back Hot Stone Therapy + Head + 
Warm Balm Care (Select 2 body parts)

“Look Well- May you shine beautifully", we deliver this wish with all our heart. We recommend this service 
for those who feel tiredness appearing in their body and mind, and for those who are looking for a change 
to become more beautiful and radiant. The connection with nature will give energy to your tired body and 
mind and make your original beauty sprout.

120min (150min) ¥42,350■ Look Well
Balancing Relaxed Body (Entire Back + Shoulders+ Mini Head) + Moisturizing Facial + 
Warm Balm Care (Select 2body parts)

SPA Montagne by The Day Spa : Extension  800

Treatment  14:00-22:30 (Last Call 21:00) 
Spa Shop   14:00-22:00
Please enjoy shopping at our Spa Shop.

Business Hours



※All prices are inclusive of consumption tax.
※（ ）Total time required from entry to exit out or our spa.

Body 60min    ：Entire Back + Shoulders + Head
90min    ：Entire Body
120min：Entire Body + 
              Customized Body Treatment

60min (90min) ¥19,800
90min (120min) ¥29,700

120min (150min) ¥39,600■ Balancing Relaxed Body
This body treatment helps to bring the best balance of the “CHI” that resides within you.
Long and slow strokes by your therapist along the energy lines will envelop the body, mind, and spirit to 
release the stress.

60min (90min) ¥20,900
90min (120min) ¥30,800

120min (150min) ¥40,700■ Deep Pressuring Body
Strong strokes and pressure release stiffness and tensions especially on shoulders and back. 
Highly recommended for those who prefer strong pressure and/ or for men.

Head / Foot
■ Relaxing Head & Shoulders

This treatment cordially releases tensions focusing on head and scalp along with neck and shoulder areas. 
Our exclusive hair oil care is included to make hair soft smooth and beautiful. Hair washing NOT included.

60min (90min) ¥19,250

60min (90min) ¥19,250

■ Refreshing Head & Foot
head and scalp and Healing point-stimulation on soles helps you to release fatigue and feel light.

Facial

Basic Facial

60min (90min) ¥20,900■ Moisturizing Facial  by elemental herbology

This facial immediately moisturizes skin and gives softness and hydration. Recommended for those with 
seasonal dry skin and /or dehydrated skin.

Basic Facial + Lifting Techniques

75min (105min) ¥25,850■ Lifting Facial  by elemental herbology

Our original face lifting treatment will tighten skin, giving eye zones and facial lines shaper impressions. 
Recommended for those who like to have lifting cares on facial lines and eye zones.

Basic Facial + Lifting Techniques + Neck & Décolleté+ Back

90min (120min) ¥30,800■ Aging Support Facial by elemental herbology

With a spotlight on anti-aging care, this facial replenishes moisture and nourishment to the entire skin. 
It lifts the face line and eye area, leaving the skin looking voluptuous, plump, and youthful.


